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EL CAMINO COLLEGE MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES 
COMPUTER SCIENCE ADVISORY BOARD MEETING 

May 20, 2016 
 

Present: Leslie Aaronson, Edwin Ambrosio, Carl Broderick, Greg Fry, Massoud Ghyam, Arturo 
Hernandez, Ray Huffacker (Raytheon), Winston Kwong (John Deere), Matthew Mata, Mitchell 
Middler, Solomon Russell, Jean Shankweiler, Jacquelyn Sims, Satish Singhal, Dave Smallberg, 
Linda Ternes, Nidhi Tilak, Claudio Vilchis (ITS) 

 

NEW HIRES 

Dean J. Sims recognized the new full-time Computer Science instructor, Edwin Ambrosio. 
Mitchell Middler and Nidhi Tilak will also be joining the Computer Science Department as 
adjunct instructors.  

 

REVIEW OF MEETING MINUTES 

CS Advisory Board reviewed the meeting minutes from the November 6, 2015 meeting. M. 
Ghyam motioned to approve minutes with no changes. E. Ambrosio seconded the motion. 
Majority voted to approve the November 6, 2015 meeting minutes with no changes. 

Students are starting to realize the potential of Computer Science over Computer Information 
Systems, so enrollment for CIS has declined while the enrollment for CS increases.  

Dean J. Sims informed the board that as of now, the college is responsible for providing 
computers for the lab component to establish equal playing field for students that do not have 
laptops to bring to class. 

L. Ternes discussed the possibility of purchasing two laptop carts to convert from a lecture room 
to a lab room throughout the day.  

 

HIGHLIGHTS FROM RESEARCH PROJECT: TRANSFERRING FOR A COMPUTER 
SCIENCE BACHELOR’S DEGREE 

A Google funded report regarding students transferring from a community college to complete a 
4-year Computer Science degree was provided by Lou Ann Lyon, Senior Research Associate at 
ETR.  

Google is aiming to diversify their work force. They noticed community colleges are more 
diverse than universities and wanted to determine the barriers in transferring to universities.  
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L. Lyon provided preliminary results to give the board an opportunity to give feedback or ask 
questions. L. Lyon would like the report to be useful to both community colleges and industry. 
The final report will highlight things industry and community colleges can do to help diversify 
the workforce.  

CS students at ECC were surveyed. From that pool, underrepresented students (students that self-
reported as African-American men, Latino men, and all women) were given a more in-depth 
interview for a qualitative study. All of the students that were interviewed have the intention to 
transfer and complete their degree in Computer Science.  

The qualitative data came from 24 semi-structured interviews. L. Lyon asked a list of questions 
to students that volunteered to participate. L. Ternes recommended that a note be included on 
how students were selected.  

The qualitative data was categorized into four main sections. In the first category, students talk 
about struggles in figuring out what classes they need to take as they prepare for transfer. 
Students feel like their progress is delayed if they can’t get into prerequisite classes. They 
discussed the struggles with www.assist.org, the requirements for different schools and struggles 
with counselors. Essentially, this category focused on issues with students discovering the 
pathway to transfer.  

The second category discusses getting through classes. Students reported that instructors were 
very helpful and they are aware that tutoring help is available. Students reported that a couple 
things that delayed their progress include dropping classes so they don’t ruin their GPA and 
issues with all of the non-CS related math classes needed.  

The third category was related to financials as they navigate through community college to a 
university. Students discussed financial worries once they transfer. This is also tied to their 
family life as many of these student help to support their families.  

The last category is related to what students are looking for once they earn their degree and start 
careers. Students have only a vague idea about what they want to do with their degree or what 
their day-to-day tasks will be once they enter their career. There are misunderstandings of the 
advantages of a Bachelor’s degree. One way this may be resolved is to have industry employees 
come into the classroom and discuss salaries, job possibilities and the benefit of a Bachelors.  

L. Lyon discussed that students reported they were aware of tutoring opportunities, but the 
students surveyed prefer working on their own. Also, some students are too shy to walk into the 
tutoring center and ask for help.  

S. Russell began peer programing this year which helps students rely on each other instead of 
working solely on their own. S. Singhal has tutors come into his classroom and introduce 
themselves. Building a community inside of the class and ensuring students are engaged are key. 
It may slow down the curriculum but it benefits the students.  

Dean J. Sims discussed the strict Trigonometry prerequisite for all CS classes (except CS 40). 
Students are overwhelmed by the math track to meeting this prerequisite.  
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S. Russell is working on a new curriculum that may also address study and preparation skills. 
Beauty and Joy of Computing (BJC) delves into the seven big ideas of computing and gives 
students that do not know computing a survey course. BJC is developed as a course for non-
majors and would not require a Trigonometry prerequisite. 

L. Lyon will write the final report and Google will have a media launch to make this information 
publicly available. This will be done in the next month or two. Further feedback should be 
directed to L. Lyon by mid-June.  

 

CURRICULUM 

To date, we have four full-time CS instructors. Four years ago, we had only one. This shows 
there is a demand for CS courses. The department has increased 50-60%.  

We are considering a CS Methods course. The CS Methods course is geared towards teachers. It 
would be ideal for community colleges to offer some of the courses that provide teachers with a 
supplemental-authorization. This can help serve as a bridge to prepare for transfer courses.  

CS Principles is another course we are considering. CS Principles does deal with programming 
so it would require an instructor to have a background in programming. A CIS instructor with 
experience with algorithm and the internet could potentially teach the course.  

S. Singhal discussed the new Python course that will be offered during the spring semester. It is a 
user friendly program. The goal is for students to take this class and discover their own vision of 
CS.  

W. Kwong discussed that in industry there is a blend of operations and development.  

Cyber security is important right now and should be taught by CS. R. Huffacker discussed that if 
the department teaches cyber security in Business or databases, students would not get the big 
table information. He recommended that CS teach the principle databases and CIS teach 
administration databases.  

 

CTEA GRANT APPLICATION 

CTEA funding is available each year for department enhancements.  

The CS Department’s main issue is lab capacity. Initially, the department was going to apply to 
convert a lecture room to a computer lab, however, that would account for a loss of 8-10 lecture 
sections.  

The department decided to withdraw those plans from the CTEA application and instead will 
apply for laptop carts on next year’s CTEA application.  
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Dean J. Sims reconfirmed with the Advisory Board that it is important to keep a lab component 
for each CS class. 

 

PARTNERSHIPS AND CS COURSES AT LOCAL HIGH SCHOOLS 

The department is in talks with a couple of local high schools that would like us to bring our 
curriculum to their students.  

We have partnered with Redondo Union High to offer CS 1 starting in the fall semester.  

 

ECC TO HOST BEAUTY AND JOY OF COMPUTING TRAINING FOR K-12 
COMPUTER SCIENCE INSTRUCTORS 

S. Russell was contacted by instructors at Berkeley about hosting a professional development 
activity in July for 5-20 of their lead teachers. Teachers will be funded to attend.  

This opportunity will give ECC more exposure and also create a relationship with Berkeley.  

 

NEWLY PROPOSED COMMUNITY COLLEGE PARTNERSHIP TAX CREDIT– HOW 
CAN ECC PARTICIPATE 

There are some new initiatives through the federal government regarding student interns. The 
department is looking into how ECC students can benefit.  

NSF is offering small businesses grants to work with community college students and give them 
exposure through internships.  

E. Ambrosio discussed the importance of having industry experience in the form of internships, 
as it gives students an advantage, teaches them to work in teams and in a professional 
environment. Internships provide great exposure and reinforce skills.  

W. Kwong recommended adding real world application to the curriculum. For example, projects 
that focus on how to solve issues and how to apply their knowledge in problem solving. That is 
an important aspect during the hiring process.  

R. Huffacker is more interested in the fundamentals when hiring (i.e. why/how things work).  

In CS 30, students learn real world things like search engines and database design.  
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AP CREDIT AND CS COURSE EQUIVALENCY  

The department has been reviewing AP credit and equivalency. If high school students pass the 
AP exam, the college gives them the credit. However, passing the AP exam should not give 
credit for CS 1.  

The department will discuss this further in the fall.  

 

ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY CHAPTER AT EL CAMINO 
COLLEGE 

S. Singhal started an El Camino College Chapter of ACM (Association for Computing 
Machinery). There will be six general meetings per school year and students will be exposed to 
industry and instructor speakers and can also attend conferences.  Speakers are welcome to 
discuss any CS topic. The theme for this year is the current state of affairs and future advances. 
ACM also plans to participate in the programming contest.  

The next CS Advisory Board meeting will be in November 2016.  


































